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Chapter 1 : Supported media formats | Android Developers
The following table lists the multimedia file types that are supported by different versions of Windows Media Player (How
to determine the version of Windows Media Player). Note Additional file formats might be supported if you install new
codecs in Windows.

Thanks for rating this page! We are always striving to improve our documentation quality, and your feedback
is valuable to us. How could this documentation serve you better? When creating your media message, you
will pass media to the Programmable Chat SDK which will be read and saved to your Chat instance. Your
application can later request a stream to retrieve the media associated with a message and display it to your
users. Please note Media messaging is currently a beta feature. Using Media Messaging via the client SDKs
iOs, Android and Javascript A typical media message creation will include the following steps with the details
depending on your client platform: Create a new message, passing in a stream to the media and its mime
content type. The current maximum size of media accepted is mb. Optionally specify a default download
filename to help your application display the media to other users. Programmable Chat will provide you
feedback of upload progress as well as an indication your media has been successfully saved. On the receiving
side of a media message, you will: Receive a chat message that includes a media SID. Programmable Chat
will provide feedback as the download progresses and a completion call when the media is ready. Media on
messages within Programmable Chat are attachments which live separately from your chat message. They are
associated to the owning message by a media SID. Media files are immutable once created, you can modify
other supported attributes of a message that has media content but the media itself is not changeable. Media
messages do not contain a per-message text portion, instead being populated by the service with a placeholder
message for legacy clients without media attachment support â€” this placeholder message is developer
definable on the service instance. Most developers will want to implement media caching to avoid
unnecessary battery or network consumption should the application need to view the same media multiple
times. An example of such a caching mechanism can be found in the helper classes of the Chat demo
applications published to GitHub. It is also a good idea to prevent concurrent downloads of the same media in
your clients, the helper library also handles queueing up requests for the same media until a single download
completes before returning the requested media object. Required Role Permission For your users to create
messages with media content, their Role must contain the sendMediaMessage and sendMessage permissions.
On new Chat instances this is in the default channel roles, but must be added to existing instances if you wish
to support it. For an example on how to apply this permission to your Channel User and Admin roles, see
Update a Role or Roles and Permissions for more general information on Roles in Programmable Chat.
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Chapter 2 : Media types supported by the PlayStation 3
The following media types are natively supported on all Windows Media Center platforms, which include all Media
Center Extender devices. Additional media types may be supported on the PC only by installing a third-party codec. File
formats not listed below may not work on Media Center Extenders and.

The user interface was redesigned and tailored for the Support for multiple tuners was added in later releases
and varies depending upon the version of the operating system purchased. Support for many Windows Media
Center Extender hardware devices, that had been released pre-Vista, was also dropped leaving many owners
out of luck if they did not upgrade to one of the supported Windows Vista versions from the Windows XP
Media Center Edition. Also introduced to U. It also allows video game content. Each button in the main menu,
which contains sections such as "Music", "Videos", and "TV", gets encased in a box when selected, and for
each selection, a submenu comes up, extending horizontally. When any of the options is selected, the entries
for each are presented in a grid-like structure, with each item being identified by album art , if it is an audio
file , or a thumbnail image if it is a picture , a video or a TV recording, and other related options, such as
different views for the music collection if "Music" is selected, extend horizontally along the top of the grid.
Similarly, other items are identified by suggestive artwork. The grid displaying the items is also extended
horizontally, and the selected item is enlarged compared to the rest. Other features of the WMC include: Tasks
button that provides access to jobs such as setting up and configuring a media center extender device. Any
video playing is overlaid on the background of the user interface , if the UI is navigated while the video is still
playing. It is not available as an update for existing WMC users. Much of the functionality added with TV
Pack was included with the version of Media Center included in Windows 7 , along with an update to the user
interface. Some notable enhancements in the WMC include a new mini guide, a new scrub bar, the option to
color code the guide by show type, and Internet content that is more tightly integrated with regular TV via the
guide. When the left or right remote control buttons are held down to browse the library quickly, a two-letter
prefix of the current album name is prominently shown as a visual aid. The Picture Library includes new
slideshow capabilities, and individual pictures can be rated. Also, while browsing a media library, a new
column appears at the top named "Shared. Windows 8 and 8. Features[ edit ] Media Center uses TV tuner
devices to play back and record TV shows from standard antenna, cable or satellite signals. Users can record
television programs manually or schedule recording via the electronic program guide. Recordings can be
burned to Video DVD or, barring copy restrictions, be transferred to a portable media player. Media Center
supports both analog and digital tuners and allows up to six of each tuner type analog, digital over-the-air ,
Clear QAM , CableCard to be configured. All the tuners use the same guide data but it can be edited and
configured to include additional channels such as Clear QAM not found or included in most Titan Guides.
While playing live television, the program keeps a buffer that allows users to rewind or pause live TV and skip
commercials. A third party program MCEbuddy allows automatic commercial skipping on recorded programs.
Media Center can stream both live and recorded contents to Windows Media Center Extenders such as the
Xbox console, but other Windows computers can just access recorded content. Playback of content on
television is possible through Media Center Extenders or by directly connecting a computer running Windows
Media Center to a television. The menus of Windows Media Center are displayed in a foot user interface
suitable for viewing on large screen televisions and can be navigated using various remote controls. Windows
Media Center PCs require a sensor to be able to interact with the remote control. To advertise Media Center
support, remote controls must also have certain buttons such as the Green Media Center logo Start button and
buttons for navigation, playback and volume controls, power and channel flipping. Music albums are arranged
with accompanying album art that can be downloaded off the Internet automatically or added manually into
Media Center. Users can create playlists of different songs or albums as well. While playing music, the user
can pause and fast forward songs and view visualizations. Media Center allows users to browse pictures and
play them in slideshows, as well as play video files. Media can be categorized by name, date, tags , and other
file attributes. In addition, users can organize and play films through the "Movie Library" feature introduced in
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Windows Vista Media Center. Through the "Internet TV" feature, users can also stream television and web
shows from select content providers. While synchronizing television shows, Windows Media Center encodes
the shows using Windows Media Encoder to a Windows Media Video format at a lower quality than the
original format used for viewing on the desktop media center. This is to complement the limited storage space
and processing power of such portable devices. Optionally, music can also be re-encoded to a smaller file size
upon synchronization. The functionality of Windows Media Center can be extended by three different types of
applications: Presentation Layer applications can have full access to both the. NET Framework as well as the
Windows Media Center API, with the latter exposing a managed object model to access and manipulate the
current states of the media management and playback, live television, video recording as well as the
presentation capabilities of Windows Media Center. MCML is used to define the user interface, with
animation, text input, navigation, data binding, and local storage support available from the markup itself. If
custom code or other functionality is required to implement a certain feature, CLI assemblies can be referred.
Any CLI language can be used to write the code-behind assemblies that implement the required functionality.
Content which defines what that UI element will display, Properties to control the presentation aspects of the
element, Locals which enumerate the set of private state data for the element, and Rules which allow the
attributes to be modified based on certain triggers. By modifying these attributes at runtime, either from
markup or code behind classes, the interface is generated. However, in the latter case, the code is untrusted;
only the. NET classes that are marked as safe for use by Internet-originating code can be used. Before an
application can be used, it has to be registered with Windows Media Center. An application can either register
itself as a top-level menu item, in any of the sub-menus depending on the type of application , as an autoplay
handler, into the Program Library the menu category for all programs , or as a background application without
a user interface running as long as a WMC session continues. HTML applications are also not fully supported
for streaming to extenders.
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Chapter 3 : Windows 10 Supported Video/Audio Formats
The and elements provide support for playing audio and video without plug-ins. The format of a media file consists of a
container holding one or more streams of data, encoded using a compression format called a codec.

The 1-relative index of this track on the disc. Create a Media object for the desired media source. Create a
MediaPlayer object from the Media object. Create a MediaView object. Add the MediaPlayer to the
MediaView. Add the MediaView to the scene graph. The foregoing steps are illustrated by the sample code in
the MediaView class documentation. Some things which should be noted are: One Media object may be
shared among multiple MediaPlayers. One MediaPlayer may be shared amoung multiple MediaViews. Media
may be played directly by a MediaPlayer without creating a MediaView although a view is required for
display. MediaPlayer has several operational states defined by MediaPlayer. Audio-only media may instead be
played using AudioClip recommended for low latency playback of short clips. In general synchronous errors
will manifest themselves as a Java Exception and asynchronous errors will cause a Java FX property to be set.
In the latter case either the error property may be observed directly, an onError callback registered, or possibly
both. The main sources of synchronous errors are Media and MediaPlayer. The asynchronous error properties
are Media. Some errors might be duplicated. For example, a MediaPlayer will propagate an error that it
encounters to its associated Media, and a MediaPlayer to all its associated MediaViews. As a consequence, it
is possible to receive multiple notifications of the occurrence of a given error, depending on which properties
are monitored. The following code snippet illustrates error handling with media:
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Chapter 4 : calendrierdelascience.com (JavaFX )
At present, there is no support for 3rd-party applications to play DTS audio. Content with DTS audio will have the audio
automatically transcoded (using the standard DTS core track) by the Plex Media Server in order to preserve the
surround sound audio channels.

With Windows Media Player, if the appropriate codecs are installed on your computer, you can play audio
content, video content, or both, that is compressed with a wide variety of codecs and that is stored in an.
Additionally, you can stream audio and video content with Windows Media Services, or you can package that
content with Windows Media Rights Manager. ASF is an extensible file format that stores synchronized
multimedia data. It supports data delivery over a wide variety of networks and protocols. It is also suitable for
local playback. ASF supports advanced multimedia capabilities including extensible media types, component
download, scalable media types, author-specified stream prioritization, multiple language support, and
extensive bibliographic capabilities that include document and content management. Finally, content that is
compressed with any other codec use the generic. By using a separate extension, users can install multiple
players on their computer and associate certain players with the. By using a separate extension, you can install
multiple players on your computer and associate certain players with the. ASX files go beyond the simple task
of defining playlists to provide Windows Media Player with information about how to present particular
media items of the playlist. They are made up of various elements with their associated tags and attributes.
Each element in a Windows Media metafile defines a particular setting or action in Windows Media Player.
Windows Media Audio Redirector. Windows Media Video Redirector. Windows Media Player Playlist.
Microsoft introduced this file format in Windows Media Player 9 Series. In Windows Media Player 9 Series,
the auto playlist feature uses the. Microsoft Digital Video Recording. The update that is documented in the
following article in the Microsoft Knowledge Base must be installed on the computer: For more information,
click the following article number to view the article in the Microsoft Knowledge Base: Windows Media
Download Package. When the package is downloaded to your computer, Windows Media Player
automatically extracts the files that are contained in the package, adds the playlists in the package, adds the
content to Media Library, displays the border skin in the Now Playing pane of Windows Media Player in full
mode , and then plays the first item in the playlist. For more information about. AVI is defined by Microsoft.
Audio content or video content that is compressed with a wide variety of codecs can be stored in an. Video
codecs that are frequently used in.
Chapter 5 : VLC media player - Wikipedia
Supported media formats This document describes the media codec, container, and network protocol support provided
by the Android platform. As an application developer, you can use any media codec that is available on any
Android-powered device, including those provided by the Android platform and those that are device-specific.

Chapter 6 : Windows Media Player does not support the codec used to compress the - Microsoft Communi
For additional information about file formats supported on older versions of Windows Media Player, click the article
number below to view the article in the Microsoft Knowledge Base.

Chapter 7 : Emby - The open media solution
Part 3: Windows media player extension assistant Wondershare Video Converter Ultimate is the best and the state of
the art convertor which is the best to make sure that all the formats are converted to the windows compatible format
without any issue and problem.
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Chapter 8 : Supported file formats | PlayStationÂ®4 User's Guide
MKV files are a container for video, audio, and subtitle codecs, and sometimes may contain codecs that are not
supported by your TV. If you experience a problem trying to open an MKV file, try changing the file format.

Chapter 9 : Supported Media for Google Cast | Cast | Google Developers
Older or specialized media formats might not work in your app, because the format requires software designed to
support it. If that happens, your app won't open the file or won't play back its audio or video.
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